
STONE TEMPLE

Stone Temple Pilots (often abbreviated as STP) are an American rock band from San Diego, California, that originally
consisted of Scott Weiland (lead vocals).

By October, just four months after its release, Purple had sold three million copies. In October , the band
regrouped to begin recording its third album, renting out a mansion in Santa Barbara, California for the band
to live together during the recording process. And that was just over a year ago â€” September of  It was pretty
exciting. The band then decided to take a break to work on other projects. The band recently wrapped
recording on their seventh full-length studio album and first since they also released an EP, High Rise, with
Bennington in  The band's six-month reunion tour wrapped up on Halloween in Pelham, Alabama. According
to Weiland's bandmates, they did not want to do the celebration because they believed that he no longer had
the vocal range to perform some of the album's songs. His style changed with the band's evolution; much of
the lyrics on Core were written about societal issues such as religion , abuse of power, and isolation. During
the summer of , the band released its fifth album, Shangri-La Dee Da , which produced one modest rock radio
hit in " Days of the Week. However, the band recorded " All in the Suit That You Wear ," a song intended to
be the lead single on the soundtrack for the film Spider-Man. Their debut, Core, remains one of the pillars of
the early-Nineties alt-rock and grunge boom, selling more than 8 million copies to date, and the follow-up,
Purple, debuted at Number One and moved another 6 million units. In fact, by the time STP welcomed Gutt
onboard, the band was already several songs deep into new material. Much of the comparison was directed at
Weiland's vocal style drawing similarities to that of Eddie Vedder 's. I was really studying singers at the time
and Scott was at the top of the list. Bennington had exclaimed years before in interviews that being in Stone
Temple Pilots was his lifelong dream. Throughout the rest of the decade the band racked up a string of hit
singles and sold-out tours. That thankful attitude and the gratitude toward being able to make music together is
really a special thing. Although both albums received moderate critical praise, [23] [24] neither was
commercially successful. Eric Kretz kept a lower profile during this time, operating his own studio, Bomb
Shelter Studios, and drumming for the band Spiralarms. Their first album, Core , was released on September
29, , and peaked at No. And as much as they wanted to find a singer, they also wanted a collaborator.
However, Chad Kroeger 's song " Hero " was ultimately chosen as the lead single. The fact that we recorded
all these new songs, it ties into helping us heal from the losses of Scott and Chester. The remaining members
witnessed drummer Eric Kretz play in a Long Beach club and convinced him to join the band. The band
recorded a demo tape that was completed around  So we would not settle. I look at their storytelling [and] I try
to tell stories. I still feel a little Mark Wahlbergâ€”ish. Paul radio station 93X that he had heard rumors
Weiland had been fired from Stone Temple Pilots, citing this as a possible reason for Weiland's eagerness to
return to Velvet Revolver, something that he quickly dismissed. At that point, marketing support from their
label was reportedly minimal, and the band decided to put a hold on any future albums. The group then began
to work on their debut album with Brendan O'Brien. After paring down the initial 15, or so submissions to
under 50 hopefuls, the band set up shop at a recording and rehearsal studio and brought in each candidate to
jam on some STP tunes. The band has had 16 top ten singles on the Billboard rock charts, eight of which
peaked at No. At the time, Dean was a successful businessman who had left behind his previous career as a
musician, but still played guitar as a hobby.


